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OCCULT POWERS OF H E A L I N G IN T H E 
PANJAB. 

B Y C H A R L O T T E S . B O R N E . 

M R . H. A . R O S E , on his last visit to England, handed 
over to the Folk-Lore Society a number of miscellaneous 
notes on folk-medicine collected for him by his Indian 
correspondents. It was suggested that I should classify 
and arrange them for publication in Folk-Lore, a proposal 
to which Mr. Rose readily assented. He has read the 
manuscript and added explanatory footnotes. 

The leading feature of the collection is the idea of the 
"virtue" of certain persons, places, and formulas in the 
cure of disease. 

This virtue is inherent, not merely in certain individuals, 
but in whole families, or in the whole of the natives of 
certain villages, to whom it has descended from some 
eminent ancestor, or has been communicated by some 
friendly saint or Fakir; and contact with some person or 
persons so gifted is the essential feature of most cures. It 
is found sufficient by itself, without the aid of charms, 
medicines, or ceremonies. Thus, we are told that:— 

" T h e Bhagwanl Mdchhis (fishermen) of Rajanpur are said to 
have inherited the power of curing a throat disease called gal pere 
by touching it with their hands thrice. They read nothing, and 
use no medicine. They are said to have possesse'd the power 
for eight or ten generations." 

" The Bhuttas (a Jat tribe) of Rajanpur can cure gal/era and 
sanghn, (both diseases of the throat), by merely touching the 
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314 Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 

place with their hands. They inherited this faculty from their 
Fir (Mohammedan saint) some six generations back." (Dera 
Ghazi Khan.) 

" A n y male born in the village of Mohluddinpur Thirana in 
Shat Tahstl, or in Paiwant in Tahstl Karnil, can cure rheumatism 
in the knee by merely touching it." 

" A n y male J i t 1 born in Dlwan in Tahsll Panipat, of the family 
of Sahnl Jat, can cure colic simply by touching the patient's 
stomach." 

" A n y male Bairagt of the village of Pardhana in Tahsil Pantpat 
can cure tumours by touching them with his big toe within the 
precincts of the shrine of Gunga Das." (Karnal.) 

T h e limitation of place in the last item points to the 
source whence the wonder-working power was derived. 
T h e nex t is an interesting example of inheritance from 
a female ances tor : (satt, it need hardly be said, conferred 
sanctity, which involves wonder -working) :— 

" T h e members of a family of Madaha Bdnias (the trading 
class) at Batala cure ringarwdh (pain in the legs etc.) by a touch 
of the hand. This power was conferred on them by a woman of 
the family who became satt j and it has become hereditary in the 
family." (Gurdaspur.) 

Hea l ing powers can be communicated b y one individual 
to another not related to him :— 

" In the village of Panjgirain, Tahsll Batala, a Jat has received 
from a Fakir power to cure wad (a kind of ulcer). He touches 
the wad with his feet seven times, and the patient is cured. H e 
takes no fee." (Gurdaspur.) 

" One Ahmad Dudi of Rajanpur says that a Saniasl Fakir 
taught him to cure genr (a disease of the stomach) by rubbing 
it with his hands." (Dera Ghazi Khan.) 

Perhaps this last i tem m a y really imply instruction 
in some kind of massage, rather than the communicat ion 
of an occult power. I f so, it is the on ly instance of the 
sort recorded in the notes. In the following case the 
power is individual, not communicated or inheri ted:— 

' A n important tribal caste of peasant proprietors, many of them Sikhs 
In religion. 
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Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 3 1 5 

" A t Rohtak town there is an old widow who has a great reputa
tion for the power of curing fever, which she acquired because she 
married three husbands in succession. This is said to be a 
common belief in India. The patient, or some one sent on his 
behalf, drinks water from her hand, and is thereby cured." 

T o u c h i n g with the hand or foot is not the on ly method 
o f br inging about contact between the healer and the 
sufferer. T h e gift o f food or drink, as above, breathing, 
spitting, and rubbing wi th earth or ashes m a y be equal ly 
efficacious:— 

" In the village of Narlt, Tahsll Kasur, there is a Brahman 
who has the power of curing anyone who is suffering from pautX 
(yellowness of the eyes). The patient is cured by eating kh\r 
(rice cooked with milk) cooked by the Brahman." (Lahore.) 

" T h e Sonl Khatrts 8 of Nangroha in Tahsil Nawashahr in 
Jullundur District have a peculiar power. Anyone who cannot 
see in the night-time goes to the"house of a Sonl and asks him for 
a piece of bread, which is given to him and which he eats. This 
cures the night-blindness." (Ludhidna.) 

" In the villages of Ban Bodla and Zamingai in Kasur, there 
are Bodla Fakirs who received power from their ancestors to cure 
dogbite by spitting in the mouth of the patient This cure is 
exercised gratis." 

" T h e Sayyids (descendants of the Prophet Mohammed) of 
Baras village in Tahsll Karnal, who are descendants of Saldr 
Chishtt, have the inherited power of curing hydrophobia by 
filling the mouth with water and throwing it over the patient's 
face, and then turning him out of the village." (Karnll.) 

" T h e D a l e w M Aroras 8 of JAmpur, who are Hindus, can cure 
hydrophobia by spitting on a little earth and giving it to the 
patient to apply to the bite. Their ancestors obtained this power 
by the blessing of their Fir, the saint of the shrine of Dera Din 
Panlh." (Dera Ghazi Khan.) 

*Khatrts, high-caste traders claiming Rajput descent. Soni or Stoni, a 
get or section of the Khatrts which appears to derive Its name from semi, 
gold. 

•The Aroras are the great trading caste of the south-west Tanjab, and their 
gott or sections Include the Dua, Dhingri, and very many others. 
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3 1 6 Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 

4 Banias are an influential mercantile caste of the East Fanjab. 

" A family of Aggarwil Banias * of the Gol got or section, two 
of whose members reside at Batala in the Gurdaspur district and 
two in Amritsar, have the inherited gift, said to have been con
ferred on their ancestors by a Fakir, of curing swellings of the knees 
and jaws. The material used is the ashes of burnt cowdung 
(arnds). These are charmed with the breath of the curer and 
then rubbed copiously on the affected part. This power, however, 
is only possessed by the males of the family." (Lahore.) 

"Members of the family of Govind Mahajan of Ladwi in 
Tahsll Thanesar possess the power of curing enlarged glands 
(bodh, kachhrdli, or kanperd), by blowing cowdung ashes on the 
patient and then rubbing them in." (Karnal.) 

" The Jagu-pota Nais (barbers) have the power of curing lict 
{herpes or ringworm) by rubbing ashes on the patient on two 
or three days." (Jullundur.) 

Other methods o f cure m a y perhaps be best described as 
aggravated forms of heal ing b y t o u c h : — 

"Chuk, a pain in the lobs (lumbago?), is cured by 
Sadanas (Aroras) of Jampur, who take hold of the patient by his 
loincloth and push him forward thrice; by the Manjotha Jits of 
Jampur, who put a clod of earth on the part which pains, and rub 
it with a wooden pestle, the pain disappearing after this process 
has been repeated thrice; by the members of the family of Remal 
Mai, a Dhingra Arora of Rajanpur, who only apply a part of their 
clothing to the part affected and give the patient a push, thrice; or, 
if all the members of the family are absent, the patient is cured by 
rubbing his back against the wall of a Dhingra's shop. The Dua 
Aroras 8 have a power similar to the latter." (Dera Ghazi Khan.) 

"Some Kapur Khatris of Jullundur city can cure kandA (a 
swelling below the ears) by drawing lines on the part affected, 
in the name of their Guru (religious teacher). This is done for 
three days." (Possibly these are cabalistic symbols.) 

" A family in Khan Khlsa in Tahsll Raya have an inherited 
power of curing hydrophobia by making the mark of a cross on the 
patient's hand with some hard substance which bruises the skin, 
a condition being that no other remedy is resorted to within 
twenty-four hours." (Sialkot.) 
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Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 317 

" The Dhandl Jits of MlnakwAI have the power of curing a 
child under ten years of age, of any caste or creed, which has 
boils or eruptions on its body, by exorcising it with a branch 
of the dk shrub*." (Ludhidna.) 

In the last case the virtue of the healer seems to be 
reinforced b y the virtue o f the dk shrub, which we shall 
meet with again. T h e nex t two examples involve some 
rough surgery, but still it is not the means used which 
effects the cure, but the person who " has the p o w e r " o f 
apply ing t h e m : — 

" The family of Gurdit Singh, zatldir (principal headman) of 
Nagar, Tahsll Phillaur, has the inherited power of curing rheuma
tism. They apply a lancet to the leg according to the season, or 
to the joint where the phlegm is much congested." (Jullundur.) 

" T h e Lohdrs (village smiths, low caste) of Aulain in Tahsll 
Garhshankar have the inherited power of curing disease of the 
urethra (n&l utar jdtd hat) by boring the patient's ear." 
(Hoshidrpur.) 

In the following cases the power o f the healer is qualified 
or assisted b y some condition of time, place, or ceremony, 
by a food tabu, b y banishment from the vil lage, or b y the 
l i k e : — 

" T h e descendants of one Jewan Shah, Fakir of Kirto Ptnddrt, 
a village in Tahsil Rdya, are called Uddals.* They have the 
power of curing hydrophobia by reciting incantations over gur 
(raw sugar), which is given to the patient, who must eschew the 
use of some one kind of food for life." (Sialkot.) 

" T h e descendants of one Bhargar, a Gujar 7 of Midna Chah, 
are believed to have the power of curing sciatica. Bhargar is said 

1 The dk, {akk in Panjibl), or Calotropis gigantea is a plant, or rather a small 
bush, which produces fleshy greeu beans. Jti juice (maddr) is yielded by its 
beans, and resembles milk when fresh drawn, but soon congeals and forms a kind 
of resin. It is used to cause infanticide, but, though poisonous, is also used 
externally as a rubefacient in Indian medicine. The stalk and root of the dk are 
used medicinally when powdered. Very little is known of the properties or 
effects of the various parts of the plant, or the post-mortem symptoms caused 
by it. 

*Bidalliterally means "simple," or even "imbecile." 
1 A cattle-keeping tribe. 
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3 1 8 Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 

to have been a saint, and there is a ber\ tree in the courtyard 
round his tomb. Persons suffering from any pain are told to rub 
the part affected against this tree, and the gaddl-nashln (incum
bent) of the shrine, who must be a descendant of Bhargar, recites 
the verse of the Koran Al-hamd-ul-ill&k e tc , and touches the 
part. This is repeated on three successive Sundays," (Gujr&t) 

" A t the village of Shahpur, Jhanjora, Tahsll Shakargarh, there 
is a Lalotra Rajput 8 named Kako, who has the power of curing 
the disease of athrd,9 The woman or child suffering from the 
disease comes to him on a Sunday or Tuesday in the month of 
Chet or. Katak on a moonlight night. (These Sundays or 
Tuesdays are called chandna.) Kako rubs dried cowdung on the 
third right rib, at the point distant 2}£ ribs from one side, 
and presses a piece of cotton besmeared with the milky juice of 
the di plant on it, so that the part rubbed may be moistened; 
but care is taken that the dk juice falls only on the part rubbed. 
The charm is read before or after the process. The woman or 
child is then directed to pour dk juice on the place, or to get 
some one else to do so, on the following day, and this is done 
accordingly. When the place gets blistered by the dk juice, the 
patient applies spittle for twenty-one days, after which the disease 
is cured. Kako says that this power was conferred on his family 
by a sddhu (saint or ascetic) some nine generations ago. No fee 
is paid, and, if any one of his own will offers gram, gut, or pice, 
these are distributed among the poor or the children present on 
the occasion. A child who continues thin may be cured in 
twenty-one days by the same process. No other member of the 
Lalotra caste can cure these diseases." (Gurdaspur.) 

" I n the village of Vila Bijjfl, Tahsll Batala, the shareholders of 
patti10 Vila, who are Tats of the Bhindar got, received from a 
Faktr the power of curing jaundice. Both the calves of the 

•High-caste Aryan claiming to represent the ancient Kshatriya or Warrior 
caste. 

*Athrd is said to be a disease which attacks children in the eighth day, 
month, or year of their age. Obviously this is a folk-etymology from ilk 
(eight). But I have seen somewhere atra (literally, bead) described as a 
disease. 

" A subdivision of the village. 
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Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 319 

patient's legs are first bled. Next, seven dk leaves are besmeared 
with the blood, and then a tila (wooden stick) is run through 
them and given to the patient with instructions to keep looking 
at them and to hang them up in front of the entrance of his house. 
As the leaves get dried, the patient is cured. One member of 
this patti must fast on the nauchdnde (new moon) Sunday." 
(Gurdaspur.) 

Somet imes the heal ing virtue resides in the place where 
the cure is performed, not in the healer himself ; but on 
examination these usually prove only to be secondary 
instances of personal mana. T h e power of the original 
healer has passed into his tomb instead o f into his 
descendants, or has been communicated b y him to a well 
instead o f to a d isc ip le ; that is all . Contact is still the 
essential feature of the cure, and the same conditions and 
ceremonies occur. 

" T h e tomb of Fir Ghizt Sayyid is famous for its cures of 
ckambal (herpes). The patient must go to it on four successive 
Thursdays, and rub a little of the dust of the tomb on the part." 
(Locality not stated.) 

" I n the village called Malak Afghanin in Tahsll Shakargarh is 
a shrine with zkachcha (mud or adobe) building which contains the 
tomb of ShAh Fath Muhammad Sayyid, in the shape of a heap 
of mud, and adjoining it is a well. The khangah (shrine) and 
tomb have been in existence for the last four or five hundred 
years. I f any one bitten by a snake can get there alive, he is 
cured and recovers his senses, even if he only reaches the 
boundary of the village. On arriving at the tomb a Hindu patient 
himself draws water to drink, but the Fakir of the tomb gives 
water from the well to a Mohammedan. The Fakir then takes 
some earth (one tola in weight, i.e. about one rupee) from the south 
side of the tomb, i.e. the side on which the patient's feet lie, and 
puts it in the water. The patient drinks the water, and the mud 
which remains at the bottom (of the vessel) is applied to the bite. 
The patient then goes back, either on foot or on horseback, fully 
cured. No charm is read. This miracle is ascribed to Shah Fath 
Muhammad." (Gurddspur.) 
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320 Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 

" A t Chiniot are a well and ckaubachcha (reservoir) before the 
t o m b o f i ^ r B u r h l n Shah. Children suffering from boils on the 
head and body are brought on Thursdays and bathed there. The 
water is drawn from the well by the mujdwir.11 The patient is 
cured. No fee is fixed. It depends on the will of the relatives of 
the patient to give in charity whatever they think fit." 

" A t the Kacha Lahor! gate at the same place is the grave of 
Mlma-Bhanja (uncle and sister's son). Any one suffering from 
swellings near the ear (kanperd) takes earth from the grave from 
the hand of the Brahman mujdwir, rubs it on the place, and 
gets cured. No fee is fixed." (Jhang.) 

" Children get pdnl-wata or warts, from birth up to three years 
of age. There is a grave and well near the Cathedral at Lahore, 
to which mothers take their children early in the morning, before 
sunrise. They first salam to the grave, then take some mud and 
rub it on the body of the child, and then bathe at the well, with 
the result that the disease is cured. They pay five pice to the 
mujdwir. The water of the well is brackish." (Lahore.) 

" In the village of Lakra, Tahsll Shakargarh, is the shrine of 
Hajt Shah Fakir, and many Fakirs act as mujdwirs at this tomb. 
Whenever anyone who has been bitten by a mad dog comes there, 
one of the Fakirs blows on a piece o f ^ w r ( r a w sugar), and gives 
it to the patient, who becomes mad when the sugar is given to 
him, and remains so for a day, but on the following day he 
recovers his senses. The mujdwirs are paid by the patient 
according to his means, but a lump of gur and one set ( 2 lb.) 
of flour must be given. This is alleged to be a miracle of Hajt 
Shlh Fakir, who conferred this power upon the mujdwirs of this 
tomb." (Gurdaspur.) 

" I n Nathupura, a village near Atari, is the grave of Plr 
Dabatt. The mujdwirs, both Hindu and Mohammedan, have 
the power of curing dogbite by giving the patient a morsel of 
bread. A mantar (charm-formula) is written in Gurmukhi (the 
sacred script in which Sikhs write Panjibt) on the bread, which 
is then given to the patient to eat Each patient is charged 
As. 1/3 (».*. five pice)." (Amritsar.) 

xxAfujdwir (vulg. or), U an Arabic word used for the attendant at a 
Mohammedan shrine. He ranks below the gaJJt-iiashtn or incumbent. 
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Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 321 

" In Peshawar near the Akhund Gate is the grave of the saint 
Plr Ajaib. The earth of the grave is put on a wound on a 
Thursday.13 This is done for several days, until the wound is 
cured. After the cure the mujdwirs receive seven sirs of oil 
for burning lamps on the grave. If a man cannot learn the 
Koran by heart, he will succeed in doing so if he reads on the 
grave for three Thursdays." (Peshawar.) 

It will be observed that, whereas the possessors of 
inherited gifts of healing charge nothing for their exercise, 
the official guardians of sacred spots usually demand a fee, 
of fixed or uncertain amount.13 

In some cases the residents at the tomb or shrine seem 
to co-operate in the cure with the dead man:— 

" At Zakhanke in Tahsll Pasrur is a shrine belonging to a saint 
whose disciples can cure chandri (boils) by incantations and by 
rubbing ashes from the tomb on the affected part." (Sialkot.) 

"In the village of Samailpur, Tahsil Gurdaspur, there is an 
Afghan family, every member of which is endowed with the power 
of curing the bite of a dog, by giving the patient water from 
his village, and, providing the dog is not mad, the bite is healed. 
At the tomb of Ptr Sayyid Burhin-ud-Dln Bukhart, nve-pice-worth 
of red sugar is taken from the patient, and the ceremony of 
khatam14 is performed in the name of the Sayyid, and the sugar 
is distributed to children. If the patient gives cash, an earthen 
pitcher is brought and offered on the tomb. It is not known 
when the family got this power. The tomb has existed ever since 
the foundation of the village." (Gurdaspur.) 

w Thursday is the eve of the Mohammedan Sabbath. 
"The following case may seem an exception, but one suspects an omission in 

the details given. The clod of earth is probably taken from the Fakir's tomb. 
Possibly, too, the possession of healing powers may depend on drinking the 
water. 

" A Fakir named Nihil Das has bestowed upon the family of Vi&tn Das, 
Jit of Jaura Singha in Tahsll Batala, the power of curing hajtr (swollen 
glands, literally a fig, and also boils in the neck). A clod of earth is given 
to the patient for application to the hajtr. If this is done on the Nauchandl 
Sunday, the gland heals; but the patient is prohibited from drinking the water 
of the village. A dhoti (loincloth) and five pice are taken from the patient 
as a fee." (Gurdaspur.) 

"This rite is unknown to me. (H.A.R.) It generally means a recitation 
of the Koran provided at the expense of the patient. (W. Crooke.) 
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322 Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 

There is a touch of sympathet ic magic about the n e x t 
two cases. T h e old teacher's tree restores diseased brains ; 
the innocent girl 's white thread is an antidote to diabolical 
agency. 

"In the village of Sabowari is the shrine of Wadda Mtan, called 
Wadda MlAn ka Dars. The saint opened a school, and taught the 
Koran to everyone, even if deaf, blind, etc.; for years he used to 
sit under the wan tree (Salvadora oleoides) which now hangs over 
his grave. A patient suffering from brain disease gets cured by 
eating a few leaves of this tree. No fee is charged." (Lahore.) 

" I n Kasur is the grave of one Ahmad Bakhsh, darwlsh, to 
whom was given the power of curing aseb (shadow of a devil or jinn). 
The mujdwir keeps a small quantity of white kankar (nodules 
of lime) on the grave, and whoever goes there is given a bit of the 
kankar, which he ties with a cotton thread, prepared by a young 
unmarried girl, round the neck of the sick person, who is at once 
cured." (Lahore.) 

T h e n e x t point to be observed is that heal ing wells , 
though often found in connection with graves, are not 
necessarily associated with them :— 

" In the Gumtl Bazar at Lahore, a Brahman has a well the water 
of which is said to have been enchanted by a Fakir. Kanperd 
(swelling near the ear) is cured by taking mud from the chaubac/uha 
(reservoir) of the well and by paying five pice to the Brahman." 
(Lahore.) 

" In Peshawar there is a well in the dharmsdla (resthouse, or 
hospice for pilgrims) of Baba Jagan Shah. Lepers, and those 
suffering from sqya or aseb, are cured by bathing in the chaubachcha 
on a Sunday or sankrdnt (the first day of the month)." 

" A t Kandrllt, in Tahstl Jhajjar, is a tank which was blessed by 
a Fakir, and by bathing in it the bite of a dog or jackal is cured. 
It is also sufficient to rub the dust of the tank on the body. 
Sugar should also be distributed to children." 

" A t Anwal in the same Tahsll, and at Chara in Tahsll Sampla, 
are tanks blessed by Fakirs, by bathing in which jaundice is 
cured." (Rohtak.) 

Considering the reverence paid to water in the Eas t ,— 
the river gods, the worship o f the Ganges , and the l ike,—it 
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Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 323 

may be doubted whether these legendary Fakirs, who are 
said to have given power to the wells, are not in reality 
early devotees of the wells in question, whose memory 
lingers at the places they themselves worshipped, and 
beside which they were frequently buried. If this be so, 
then in the case of the well cures we have the mana of 
place existing in se, and independently of the viana of 
persons.18 

The cults alluded to in the next item are not merely 
local:— 

"In Maheshi, Tahsil Jagidhrl, is a temple of Siva, and in 
Bhut Majra in the same Tahsil there is a grove of trees called the 
bani (copse) of Guga Pir. Persons bitten by snakes are cured by 
going to these places. The temple at Maheshi has a wide 
reputation in this respect." (Ambaia.) 

We have seen that, whatever combination of elements, 
—person, place, time, and ceremony,—may enter into a 
cure, one or other of two is always present, namely the 
communication of the " virtue " or mana either of a person 
or of a fountain, and that either of these two may stand 
alone, unconditioned by the other three. There is yet a third 
form of cure which may be found by itself and unassisted 
by other conditions, namely the charm-formula, spoken 
or written. The question is, does the virtue of this cure 
reside in the words themselves, or in the mana of the 
original speaker, lingering in them as the scent of rose-
leaves lingers in a pot-pourriJar? 

First, we will note what seems to be an instance of the 
original speaker of the charm. The power is spoken of 
as having been inherited, but it is the power of narrating 
a story, not the secret of a word-formula. 

" A Julaha (weaver) of Jullundur city can cure 'splitting of 
one side of the head' by reciting a story in the patient's ear. 
The patient cannot hear the story distinctly, but the headache 
disappears. The Julaha claims to have inherited this power." 

" T h e parallel with the Celtic local saints will strike everyone. 
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324 Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 

T h e power of the spoken word occurs again in the 
following singularly close parallel to a wel l -known Eng l i sh 
cure, which is, b y the w a y , the on ly mention of whooping-
cough in the notes :— 

" Whooping-cough can be cured by asking a man who is riding 
on a black mare for a remedy, and whatever he may prescribe 
will be efficacious." (SiAlkot.) 

N e x t , some cases m a y be noted in which the repetition 
of a charm-formula is associated with breathing on the 
pat ient :— 

" T h e Rajputs of KhandhAla, a village in Jullundur Tahsll, 
have the inherited power of curing snakebite by blowing on 
the place and reciting mantras ' in a peculiar language' over it." 

" T h e Jits of Nangal ShlyAn in this Tahstl can cure wind or 
phlegm by blowing on the part affected with charms on three 
successive Sundays. The patient must not eat, drink, or smoke, 
or even remain, in the vilbge, but he may return after the 
blowing." (Jullundur.) 

" I n Jullundur city a Sayyid family cures hydrophobia by 
blowing on the bite a secret charm, and making the patient pass 
under his (the healer's) legs." 

These rather suggest that the charm derives Its virtue 
from the breath or voice of the speaker, an idea which 
is borne out b y the following case, in which the charm 
and the breathing arc treated as alternatives to each 
other :— 

" T h e K a n g A " sept of Kckri Shcr ShAh village possess the 
power of curing hydrophobia, either with a charm or by blowing 
on a piece of bread by way of incantation and giving it to the 
dog to cat. Sometimes they give a purgative (also)." (Mont
gomery District) 

O n the other hand, it is sometimes express ly stated that 
a charm has been communicated and is not hereditary, 
clearly implying that the mana resides in the words and 
not in the speaker. T h e following arc cases in which the 
charm stands alone and unassis ted:— 

rrobably Khagga U meant. 
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Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 325 

" I n Rasulpur, Tahsil Ambaia, certain Arains (a caste of petty 
cultivators) profess to have the power of curing swelling in the 
stomach byjadmd,17 or the recitation of a charm. A family of 
RAjputs in BarAra, Tahsil ArabAla, claims the power of curing 
pain in the knees by a charm." 

" In several other places individuals claim to cure snakebite by 
means of charms, but have not hereditary powers." (AmbAla.) 

" A t Bert in Tahsll Rohtak, a kumhar (potter) cures pain in 
the abdomen, however violent, by reciting a secret charm. A t 
Shamspur Mljra in Tahsll Jhajjar, a MahAjan (BAnia) family, 
which has been blessed by a Faktr, can cure ulcers of any kind in 
three days by the recitation of a secret charm. At TalAo in 
Tahsll Jhajjar a Mohammedan Rajput can cure any disease of 
the spleen by secret charms. A Brahman of Badll in the same 
Tahsll can cure headache by similar means. A t Dighal in 
Rohtak Tahsil is a JAt who can cure worms in the head by secret 
charms which cause the worms to come out through the patient's 
nose. Several men at Rohtak cure worms in the wounds of 
animals by charms which compel the worms to come out of 
the wound. A schoolmaster at Rohtak cures ague by giving the 
patient a secret charm written on a piece of wood; and at 
Jhajjar another schoolmaster cures intermittent fever by reciting 
some secret charms over two pieces of cotton, which are placed 
in the patient's ears."** 

"These secret charms are only communicated to sons or 
regular disciples, after long trial and constant attendance on those 
who possess them." (Rohtak.) 

W c m a y now examine some cases in which the charm is 
not spoken directly over the patient, but over some article 
given to him b y the healer, either as a cure or to be carried 
as a protection. In the latter case the given article 
becomes an a m u l e t 

" T h e Sayyids of SAhu Lakhu in KhAriAn Tahsll cure hydro
phobia, or the bite of a mad dog, by reciting the verse AUdku-
tamad over some salt, which the patient has to taste twice or 
thrice every morning and evening for four days. He is also 

" Literally " to sweep," (cf. jMra\ sweeping), and to " exorcism." 
" S o that die disease may hear them ? 
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326 Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 

prohibited from eating certain things, and given a purgative." 
(Gujdt .) 1 9 

" The Bukhart Sayyids of a village near Jaldlpur Bharwala, in 
Tahsil Shuja'abad, claim to cure hydrophobia if the patient 
presents himself within three days of being bitten. They make 
small balls of flour and place them in his hands, reciting charms 
meanwhile. As the charms are read, hairs come out of the pills 
of flour. These are believed to be the hairs of the mad dog, and 
in a few days the patient recovers." 2 0 (Multan.) 

" Bakshan Shah Sayyid of Dera Ghazt Khan city is said to cure 
hydrophobia by sprinkling charmed water over a patient's body, 
and making him pass under his legs without looking backwards." 8 1 

(Apparently country salt, over which the Mohammedan kalima 
has been recited, is also used. H. A . R.) 

" Abdul Haktm Shah Sayyid of Jampur gives water, (over which 
a verse from the Koran may have been read, though this is 
not essential), to a patient suffering from hydrophobia to drinlt, 
and makes him pass under his leg. This is said to cure the 
hydrophobia. He is also said to cure gtiir (indigestion) by hying 
his sword on the patient's belly and placing his hands on the 
sword." (Dera Ghait Khan.) 

( In the last case, the personality of the healer is ev ident ly 
the source of the mana, and the charm is only used to 
reinforce it.) 

" I n the Jhelum District, where guinea-worm is rife, it is cured 
by certain men who repeat a charm and blow on the leaf of a 
dharik22 tree, with which the wound is then gently wiped. This 
is done several times. Another method is to tie knots in a 
woollen thread between each repetition of a charm, and then tie 
the thread above the wound. Or the sore is simply touched 
after repeating a charm." (Jhelum.) 

" C f . antt, p. 86. » Cf. antt, p. 83, (Gurgaon). 
u Cf. antt, p. S6. ThU carious ceremony reminds us of the " creeping 

cures'* of Europe,—the briar rooted at both ends, the holed stone, the deft 
ash, and so forth. All are probably a symbolic ••re-blrth,'' completing the 
cure. 

nAftlia Atadaraikia. Its leaves and fruit are officinal, and its seeds, which 
are considered hot, are given la rheumatism. 
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Occult Powers of Heating in the Panjab. 327 

" I n the village of Mama Khaira, Tahsll Shakargarh, is a 
Khaira Jdt named Labhfl, who takes a woollen thread and ties 
five or seven knots upon it, repeating the name of God, and gives 
it to anyone afflicted with chandrt (boils). The patient wears it 
on his neck, and the chandri is healed. It is said that this power 
is inherited by the family from generation to generation. Labhu 
cannot say how the power came into his family. The thread is 
prepared on any day of the week, and nothing is taken as 
compensation." (Gurdaspur.) 

" T h e Mianas (a Gujar clan) of Mangat, who are descended 
from one Chandhar, can cure scrofula by reciting a secret charm 
over a thread of cotton in which several knots are tied mean
while. The patient wears this thread round his neck for forty 
days." (Gujrat.) 

"Khilanda Mai Naring of Rajanpur says that a Sanidsl Faktri% 

taught him a charm for curing rheumatism, and that he used 
to cure the disease by giving his patients a string made of black 
wool, but for the last year all his teeth have been broken and no 
patient has come to him." (Dera Ghazt Khan.) 

"Members of the family of one GhuUm Bhik, headman of 
Shdhdbad in Tahsll Thanesar, can avert an attack of tertian 
fever by the following charm. The operator takes a piece of 
fibre and ties in it seven knots, reciting the Mohammedan kalima 
as he ties each knot. This charm is called gandl (knot), or /dgd 
(thread), and it should be prepared two hours before the attack is 
expected. A man should tie the fibre round his right arm, a 
woman round her left, and before doing this a //V*-worth of 
sweetmeats should be given to the children who are present. 
When taken off, the charm should be thrown into the well (sic), 
as a mark of respect." (Karnil.) 

He re w e have the combined virtues o f the healer and 
the words, g iv ing power to the sympathet ic magic of the 

uSaniditt, a sect, or rather order, of Hindu ascetics, who, having died 
to the world in initiation, are, on physical death, buried and not burnt. 
Strictly speaking, a Sani&st is any Hindu who, having passed through the 
three stages of life, enters on the fourth or last, which is termed Sanyo's or 
abandonment of the world. The change in the meaning of the term is 
curious. 
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328 Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 

knots to " b i n d " disease. T h e amulet so endowed is pu t 
on with a lmsgiving and sympathet ic ceremony, and is 
disposed of, when disused, b y adding it to a storehouse 
of mysterious mana, (i.e. a wel l o f water) . B u t on the 
other hand there are cases in which the favourite cord-
amulet is powerful without knots or charms, s imply from 
contact with the hea ler :— 

" A l l the people of Lallu Lilian in Tahsll Zafarwal have the 
inherited power of curing scrofula by placing round the patient's 
neck a hempen cord made with their own hands." (Sialkot.) 

" T h e Lohars (ironsmiths) of Takapur in Tahsll Garhshankar 
have the power of curing a wasting disease by giving the sufferer 
a thread." (Hoshiarpur.) 

Perhaps the relations of the charm and the charmer are 
best brought out in the following account o f snake-charming 
from Jhelum, in which the holiness of the original charmers 
enables them to " d i s c o v e r " the heal ing charm:— 

" O n e of the priestly families of the Sikhs, the Sodhts, descend
ants of the Gurds Ram Das and Gobind Singh, discovered, in the 
course of their devotions, certain healing mantras, and those in 
whom the power of healing by means of these resides are called 
mantris. E.g. a mantra for the cure of snakebite is transmitted, 
and the power is now vested in Sodhl Naranjan Singh mantrl 
(charmer) of Haranpur in Jhelum. The patient, if unable to 
attend in person, sends a messenger, who must not tell any one on 
the road of his mission. The mantrl gives him mesmerised water 
for the patient to drink. If the latter attend in person, the mantrl 
calls the snake to the spot where he and his patient are, however 
far away the snake may be. When the patient arrives, the Sodhl 
recites a mantra and he recovers his senses. Asked how he does, 
he replies—"There is a snake," but no one else can see i t Then 
the Sodhl tells him to look carefully where it goes, and repeats the 
mantras over and over again until the snake comes and lies on a 
line marked by the Sodht on the ground near his feet. But only 
the patient can see the snake,—not the spectators or the mantrl j 
and he shrinks from it, telling the Sodht of its position and move
ments. He then tells the patient to offer the snake a (real) cup of 
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Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 329 

milk. This the snake eventually accepts, delaying the more to do 
so, the higher his status and descent in the snake-world. Al l that 
passes between the Sodhl and the snake is conducted through the 
patient, but the spectator can hear every word of the dialogue. 
The snake is finally asked to take back his poison, and eventually 
it does so, in such a way that any one may see it come out. 
Lastly, the Sodhl recites a mantra to release the snake,—-otherwise 
it could not recover. 

" Another Sodhl, Sampuran Singh, grandfather of my informant 
Sodhl Parshotam Singh, possessed such sanctity that water which 
he had touched with his right toe would, if drunk before confine
ment, facilitate delivery. (This power is not, however, inherited, 
but is bestowed on one who is ndrd kd suchchd, i.e. pure in heart.) 
Further, the snakebite mantra is a secret one, and is only com
municated by its holder when in extremis to one whom he deems 
most fitted to succeed him as manlri." (Jhelum.) 

T h e following describes a rather similar but more simple 
ri te:— 

" A t Kasur there is one Rahmat Khan, a police constable, who 
has received from some Fakir the power of stopping a snake from 
running away by putting a bit of kankar on it. He can thus 
catch the snake and cure the patient by reciting some kaldm over 
the place where he was bitten." (Lahore.) 

In several cases the secret of the charm-formula has 
been disclosed to Mr. R o s e or his informants. T h e 
following comes from S id lko t :— 

" T h e following incantation will cure snakebite and pain from 
a scorpion sting:— 

Innd mukhddiso GurU ke bahdn dure nur-ul-bahdn dur* 

samjhak. Panjwdn kard Sayyid Sultdn Sd'id Ahmad Kabir, 

sattar sau, dfat kul awe zanjlrr,yd Fir Dastgir tawakkul Khudd 

sidq tusade te zahr band karnl, hukm merd nahih, hukm Khudd dd 

te Khudd de RasAl dd. Kard Sayyid Sultdn Sd'id Ahmad Kabir. 

Klrd lare, bis jhare, bis chale ndl ndl, bis chale ddl ddl, bis ho garh 

diydl, gahre mdri hah, chhor de bisse chdre chak. Dhart badhd 

shinh garje jangal badhd wds ; s&p kd khadd kadi na mare hukm 

Alldh te Muhammad-ur-Ras&l-Alldh de ndl. Awwal hudd Khudd 

dd, dusrd hudd Khudd de Ras&l dd, tisrd hudd zanbll-i-qurdn dd, 

v 
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330 Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 

chauthd huddd thauhh Ydrdn dd, Dddhd Khudd Hatrat P i r 

Dastglr dd, huddd Hatrat Habih Alichan Khel dd, huddd Bdghddd 

Sharif dd, huddd kohdn de sdhib-zddidn dd, huddd Watti kol sdhib 

dd, huddd Budhdl sdhib dd, huddd Shaikh Lamkdr sdhib dd, 

huddd Kalidn dd, ndgdn kd, dabbidn kd, telarian kd, sangchUr id, 

kamcMr kd, gurhd kd, khachchar kd, bhisi kd, athdrd zdt athudft 

kd, dddhd huddd JIazrat Rlr Dastglr kd. Sdp khdye athudn 

kkdye j o koi marjdyt uske zdmin luslh. Nagdh t/idr bastam 

fahghd mdr bastam, KaraftJa mdr bastam, Nllak mdr bastam, 

sufed mdr bastam, sldh mdr bastam. JTukm-i-Khudd mdr 

bastam, IIukm-i-Rasfil mdr bastam. Rakk, Rakh, Rakh, AUdh 

i l rakh ; jispaidd kltd sab khalaq. Ldildha-il-Alldh-i-Muhammad-

ur-RasAl-AUdhi-Dam Khudd, dam Plr Ustdd, mdl chit kdla terd 

bis jhdru'n, bis kdl mukdll. Sdthl chdwal b&nd bharan pahnaeo 

gar motion kd hdr, tan tan dge dpe hul jawdr. Samundar kl 

khdl, uttar bisse tainM kalme Muhammad-ur-Rasul-AUdh dl duhdl. 

Ba-haqq-i-lAildha-il-Alldh-i-Muhammaiur'Ras&l-Alldh. 

" T h i s charm can only be chanted by permission of one 
already practising it. The person who desires to obtain such 
permission must bow down and eat a piece of salt, which the 
initiate has kept in his mouth, while reciting the whole incantation. 
T o cure the injury, [take] a piece of a bitter plant, (e.g. tobacco, 
dhartk, or nlm);

 2* a stick or a green branch of it should be 
waved continuously from the bite to the nearest extremity of 
the patient's body, and meanwhile the incantation should be 
chanted within the lips. If the pain seems stubborn, a few 
repetitions of the incantation are sure to bring about the desired 
effect When the patient feels complete relief from the pain, 
except at the place bitten or stung, the practitioner should 
make seven circles with spittle applied to his finger-tip. Care 
should be taken not to let the finger-tip touch the lips or 
tongue, for it might transmit poison to them from the poisoned 
place in making the circles." 

T h e nex t note seems to be from Jhelum:— 
"Charms are used to stop toothache, heal bites, ' b ind ' a 

needle, an oven, or a fire, or stop a dust storm. 

••These two, and the Hi, are the only magic plants mentioned In the Notes. 
There most be many more in use. 
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Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 331 

" T h e following are two charms for binding scorpion-bite: 
\.—Lakan kd hot, samundar kl kAAt, Nikat be chhachhud, 

Shaikh Nitdm kl duhdl. 
2.—Gori gdn goringt singid tere bachchoh lakhon JPinie jVdn 

kar bichhu bdndn terl tdt jUrum sohdnd ghar ghar mitti ufde wich 
ttra pith main tere bdndh ditte fer khaddoft phat. 

"These charms must be repeated seven times. In the same 
way a fire or an oven (chd/hd) can be 'bound ' by the following 
charm:— 

Ag ko bdndhdh, ndr ko bdndhM, sdrajbdndhdh, jot Naitar (/) 
deotd. Bdndhiih ndr ko ndr se Shams Tabriz kl duhdl hai, 
Mangal bdndhM, Satilchar bdndhM, Shams Tabriz hi duhdl 
hai. 

"This mantra must be repeated eleven times. The result is 
that, though the fire burns, its heat is controlled by the charm, so 
that it will not burn anything, nor cook food; and an oven 
can be bewitched in the same way," (so that this charm may be 
used for evil as well as good). 

" The mantra or charm for binding a needle is as follows:— 
Sdtl baundh, Sdr baundh, P\r de Pahdr baundh, lohe de Lohdr 

baun&h, Satte Aitwdr baundh. 
" This charm must be repeated seven times, and the needle 

blown on with the mouth. If the body be then pricked with the 
needle, it will not bleed nor even feel any pain." 

" T h e charm for 'binding ' a dust storm has not been obtained. 
By it the dust storm can be kept suspended in the air, but 
the wind ceases to blow." (Jhelum.) 

" T h e Chishti tribe and the Bodlds, in the Fdzilkd Tahsll 
of Ferozepur, have also the bakhsh (gift) or inherited power of 
curing hydrophobia by charms, which are kept secret." 

" The Rawals of SiAlkot District perform two special functions:— 
(1) They expel plagues of mice which occasionally occur, the tract 
being completely overrun by this pest. T o do this they read 
incantations for a fixed fee, and sometimes bury charms at 
the four corners of a square in the centre of the village lands, 
so that the mice may be driven out. (a) A class of Rawals, 
called rath bahnas (from rath, hail, and bdhnd, one who checks or 
imprisons), can avert hailstorms, either by dispersing the clouds 
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332 Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 

or by diverting the hail into a pond or on to waste land. This is 
done by incantations. 

" O n the other hand, oil which has been bewitched by in
cantations on the Ddwdll night (or feast of lamps) will, if rubbed 
on the pegs to which an enemy's cattle are tethered, cause them 
to pine away and die." (Sialkot.) 

W e have wandered here from curative to destructive 
formulas, from charms to spells. T h e barrier be tween 
them is of the sl ightest ; both are the expression oi power, 
for good or for evil . W e m a y return to our proper subject 
with the following charm for headache :— 

" Hafiz Muhammad, a Kachhela Jar, and Mullah Ramzan, an 
Unar Jit, of Jampur, are said to cure headache of a particular 
kind, which begins at sunrise and lasts for about two hours every 
morning, by placing a sieve on the patient's head, sprinkling 
water and reciting the following dar&d or benediction, and a 
ha/dm or prayer: 

Alia hum-ma sulle ata Muhammadin wa ata die Muhammad 
bdrik wa sallam, i.e. " O h , Allah, give benediction to Ali 
Mohammed (or Ali and others) descendants of Mohammed: make 
them blessed and safe." 

" This is a quotation from the Hadts. The kaldm is as follows: 
Dam Dam Khudd, Dam Dam Plr Ustdd, Althaydt hillah, i.e. 
Breath of God and Breath of my Plr Ustdd (spiritual adviser and 
teacher), I am devoted (to them)." (Jampur.) 

T h e water dropping through the sieve is no doubt 
imitative rain, and a touch o f sympathet ic magic seems 
also to occur in the n e x t example , in which the nail 
perhaps represents the tooth. A similar cure is wel l 
known in E u r o p e : — 

"Haidar Shih Sayyid of Jampur is said to cure toothache 
by repeating the words samd IM, and making the patient thrust a 
nail into a tree, fixing the period by which the toothache is to 
disappear, but it is said to reappear after the period fixed by him." 
(Dera Ghazi Khan.) 

" T h e following is the charm against toothache (customary in 
this District): The words yd thamdoh are written on a bit of 
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paper, and an iron nail twisted into the form of the Arabic letter 
'ain ({) which occurs in the word shamdon, is driven through the 
piece of paper, and the formula written on it is repeated seven 
times. This cures the toothache. The rite is called dint kddard 
bdndhnd, i.e. binding the pain of tooth." (Jhelum.) 

Writ ten charms are of course a development from the 
spoken formula, combining in themselves the virtue o f a 
charm and the convenience o f an amulet. Here is another:— 

" At PAkpattan in the Montgomery District is the kdnkdh of 
BAbA Farld where the mujdwirs have the power of facilitating 
childbirth in cases of arra, or lingering labour. The following 
tdwlz is written, and the patient is ordered to tie it on her right 
thigh with a thin thread :— 

Marra jd shud kharam ra ut'z jd shud Zane Dchkan zdyad ya 
na zdyad. 

"She gives birth to the child at once." (Lahore.) 
Ano the r shows belief in the myst ic power of numbers. 

T h e figures are so arranged that, whichever w a y they m a y 
be added together, the total is fifteen,—a not uncommon 
form of charm r 8 8 — 

" Fazal Din ShAh Sayyid of the HazArl well in the village of 
Bastl Arain, Dera GhAzl KhAn Tahsil, is said to cure epilepsy 
by the following charm:" 

8 1 6 

3 S 7 

4 9 2 

In the following case the charm seems to be used for the 
protection o f the operator,—(for once there is some ration
al i ty in the remedy),—not for the benefit of the patient:— 

" A t Godhrt in Tahsil Jhajjar is a sweeper who cures snakebite 
by drinking oil and then sucking the wound and throwing the 
poison out of his mouth, reciting a charm at the same time. A 
sweeper at Birohar has the same power." (Rohtak.) 

" C f . vol. jtiiL, p. 190. 
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334 Occult Powers of Healing in the Panjab. 

C H A R L O T T E S. B U R N E . 

The only other case noted that may be called one of 
treatment rather than of occult healing is the well-known 
bit of savage magic that follows:— 

" A Jit of Silina in Tahstl Jhajjar cures all diseases by sucking 
the chest of the patient and by spitting blood." (Rohtak.) 

There is little admixture of common-sense in any of these 
remedies; singularly little, in fact, of anything that can be 
considered as the rudiments of rational medical practice. 
We find wounds treated by local applications, necklaces 
worn for swollen glands in the neck, bathing resorted to for 
boils and swellings, and salt and water used (evidently) to 
compel the sufferer from hydrophobia to drink; but little 
more. That these notes form a complete account of the 
folk-medicine practised in the Panjab is not to be supposed ; 
but they do at any rate contribute some valuable evidence 
on the much-discussed subject of the origin of magic. 
This evidence, I suggest, so far as it goes,—but it does 
not touch on magic feats performed on things or persons at 
a distance,—supports the view that the essential element 
of magic is the occult power,—the "virtue," the mana,— 
of the wonder-worker, or of the words or materials 
(plants, waters, and so on) used by the "cunning 
man." The sympathetic or symbolic rite is here secondary; 
the mana of the performer or his material is what makes 
it effective for its purpose among the population of the 
Panjab. And this principle appears irrespective of race, 
creed, or caste, for, as we have seen, the evidence is 
gathered from Mohammedans and Hindus, Brahmans, 
peasants, and vagrant tribes alike. 
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